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ABSTRACT

Mine haul roads degrade rapidly due to extremely heavy loads on sub optimal
construction materials. This research tests two methods of defect detection to determine
limitations to current technology: optical detection and vehicle vibration response.
Optical defect detection was found to have the least significant limitations for surface
defect detection and vehicle vibration response modeling has the least significant
limitations for subsurface defects. This research proposes novel methods to eliminate the
critical limitations of both technologies.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) equipped with GPS and a high-resolution
camera is used to create a 3-D point cloud using a structure-from-motion algorithm. This
process is effective on paved roads, but not on mine haul roads with poorly defined
edges. This research creates a grid system aligned to haul truck GPS traces to define the
analysis area. Multiple linear regression produces three metrics for road quality analysis:
roughness, wheel path grade, and cross slope grade. This method provides qualitative
measurements of road condition verified by visual assessment from the haul truck.
Vibration response is a common detection method due to its low cost and
continuous operation. However, dynamic truck movements and operators driving
decisions to avoid highly defective road sections limit the effectiveness. This research
incorporates turning rate and lateral lane movement in a GAM. The correction factors
from this method improve the relationship between measured vibration and road quality
especially in road sections with highly dynamic vehicle traffic like corners and
intersections.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This section introduces the problem background, statement of problem,
objectives, and scope of this study. This section also provides the layout of the
dissertation and details the contributions to science of this work.

1.1. BACKGROUND
Adverse road conditions can lead to slower cycle times [1], increased
maintenance of haul trucks [2]–[5], reduced fuel efficiency [3], operator injuries [6], [7],
and increased chance of accidents [8]. Road defects can slow the operation speed of a
vehicle due to the need to drive around the obstacle, or cope with reduction in traction.
Rough roads with loose rocks can cause small sharp rocks to work their way into the tire
treads leading to punctures and slow leaks, ultimately resulting in sidewall and shoulder
cracks [9]. Other research shows that general increases in mechanical load decreases tire
life [10]. Vibrations caused by adverse conditions can cause metal fatigue [4], electrical
wire damage, and hydraulic line wear. Operation on soft roads causes increased rolling
resistance, requiring more force and, therefore, more fuel to overcome the resistance [11],
[12]. Operators exposed to whole-body vibrations are likely to develop lower back
injuries [6], [7], [13], [14]. Any adverse condition on the roadway will increase the
occurrence of accidents, through either loss of control from poor traction, or unusual
movements from avoiding obstacles [15].
To combat the adverse conditions, road maintenance is constantly performed by a
dedicated crew. Road maintenance does not increase the value of products, but reduces
the operational costs more than the cost of maintenance [16]. Corrective actions can be
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taken as often as daily in the worst conditions, or weekly in more favorable conditions
[1]. These tasks can require a fleet of motor graders, dozers, and front-end loaders,
depending on the size of mine and typical conditions. While performing maintenance,
haulage traffic can be delayed by not only equipment conducting repairs, but also
material left as windrows (small lines of road surface material temporarily placed during
maintenance) in the roadway [17].
To improve maintenance efficiency, a maintenance management plan is required.
Maintenance can be categorized as proactive maintenance (PM) or reactive maintenance
(RM), where PM occurs before failure conditions and reactive occurs after [18]. PM can
further be classified as 1) predictive, where sensors are used to determine status and
models predict future conditions, and 2) preventative, where regular intervals grading,
and application of surface treatments take place. The relationship between proactive
maintenance and reactive maintenance must be balanced to minimize total operational
costs [11], [16], [18], [19]. This relationship is shown in Figure 1-1. The subjective and
localized nature of mining haul roads make it difficult to have a PM plan with accurate
data [3]. Figure 1-2 shows the cyclic processes of road maintenance where regular road
maintenance cannot fully repair the road to the original condition. After several cycles of
maintenance, a re-sheeting campaign is required to add new material and remix deeper
layers of the wearing course back into the surface. This still does not fully repair the road
and major rehabilitation work is required to fix the deeper road defects where road grade
and shape can be reworked to the designed standard [1]. The need to identify not only
when immediate regular maintenance is required, but also the more costly and in-depth
re-sheeting and rehabilitation campaigns require accurate assessment of the road
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condition. Therefore, this research is designed to improve sensing and detection of road
defects.

Figure 1-1: Preventative Maintenance Cost Comparison A) Optimum frequency at
minimum costs B) Increased cost due to infrequent maintenance and subsequent
higher operational cost C) Increased costs due to overabundance of maintenance and
associated maintenance costs (Adapted from [11])

An effective maintenance management plan must utilize automatic detection of
road defects [20]. The four most proposed methods of defect detection are operator
reports, spatial, optical, and vehicle response. These are explained in greater detail in the
literature review section, but all have a common limitation; none can adequately compare
all areas of the road network and types of defects in a fast and cost-effective manner [20].
A system is needed to both simultaneously and continuously analyze haul road sections
to prioritize maintenance. The improvement of road condition detection is the focus of
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the research presented for the Doctor of Philosophy of Mining Engineering at Missouri
University of Science and Technology.

Figure 1-2: Road Maintenance Cycle. Indicating periodic road degradation and three
levels of repair and maintenance: Regular Maintenance, Re-sheeting, and
Rehabilitation (Adapted from [1])

1.2. OBJECTIVES
The objective of this Ph.D. research is to identify limitations in automated haul
road defect detection and devise new techniques to overcome these obstacles.
Specifically, this work aims to:
1. Identify limitations of autonomous road defect detection using:
a. UAV optical photogrammetry
b. Vehicle Vibration Response.
2. Devise methods to overcome limitations of UAV optical photogrammetry for poorly
defined road edges to improve surface defect detection.
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3. Devise methods to account for vehicle dynamic events and road conditions in using
vehicle vibration response in road defect detection.

1.3. CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE
This research explores in detail the use of unmanned aerial vehicle optical
photogrammetry and vehicle vibration response modeling in mine road defect detection.
The two methods combine for a comprehensive indication of both surface and subsurface
defects.
This research proposes a novel method for aligning an unmanned aerial
photogrammetry analysis to a grid developed by principal curve analysis of road user
paths. This creates a paradigm shift from road edge detection to identifying road user
paths, allowing autonomous processing of road condition. The novelty of this approach
is:
•

First use of principal curve analysis of road user path to generate grids for
unmanned aerial photogrammetry.

•

New method using the determinate of sequential principal curve points
and original data points indicate direction from principal curve.

This creates significant improvement in usability and provides three road
condition metrics of roughness, cross slope grade, and wheel path grade to be used in
decision making.
This research also introduces the novel use of a Generalized Additive Model of
vibration response to account for vehicle dynamic events and road conditions when using
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vehicle vibration response to detect road defects at mines. The novelty of this approach is
that it:
•

Incorporates driver behaviors into a generalized additive model to
develop calibration curves to overcome inconsistent vibration sensor
measurements for road quality.

•

Is the first research to incorporate vehicle heading and lateral road
position as indicators of road defects.

This creates significant improvements in the calibration and accuracy of
inexpensive vibration measurements to automate road condition determination.

1.4. LAYOUT OF DISSERTATION
This dissertation contains six sections. The remaining sections are structured as
follows. Section 2 presents a comprehensive literature review of significant research in
road defect detection. Section 3 details the data collection and statistical methods used to
complete this research. Section 4 presents the research and findings on unmanned aerial
photogrammetry supplemented with road user path data. Section 5 presents the research
and findings of the generalized additive model to calibrate vibration sensors to road
defects. Finally, Section 6 provide conclusions of this research and recommendations for
future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews current research on road defect detection methods and
attempts to improve autonomous methods. The most common detection methods used for
mining haul roads are operator reports, spatial, optical, and vehicle response. Each
method is explored in detail in the following sections. The literature review concludes
with a summary of the current frontier of knowledge and states the advantages and
limitations found for each technology. For information on statistical methods and data
analysis refer to Section 3.3.

2.1. OPERATOR FEEDBACK
Operator reports are the primary detection method at most mines [19], [21]. This
is rapid and inexpensive, but highly subjective. The personal experience of the operator
greatly factors into the identification of defects. Therefore, standard reporting templates
have been developed [11], an example is provided in the Society of Mining and
Metallurgy Exploration’s Engineering Handbook in Figure 2-1 [22]. Other mines rely on
scheduled maintenance supplemented with ad hoc blading when operators identify acute
defects [16], [19], [21]. Both methods are limited by the reliability of accurate operator
reports. On large mines with complex road networks, a single operator will not traverse
every road section making relative comparisons impossible.
This can lead to maintenance not only at delayed intervals, deteriorating the road
to a point of excessively higher costs (Figure 1-1 location B) but also occurring too often,
increasing cost of maintenance over the benefits gained of a smooth road (Figure 1-1
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location C) [11]. Both of these methods can be improved with faster identification and
adaptive scheduling with the addition of a predictive maintenance plan [21].

Figure 2-1: Example Operator Feedback Form with Description of Conditions and
Calculation of Defect Score [11]

2.2. SPATIAL DETECTION METHODS
Spatial detection methods involve mapping road roughness in 3-D most
commonly with the use of light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensors [20]. Spatial
detection was found to be excellent at detecting surface level defects, but not equipped to
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identify sub-surface defects [20]. LIDAR scanners have costs both in terms of equipment
purchase cost and post processing computational costs.
Spatial methods utilize three-dimensional point clouds. LIDAR systems are a
common method using a laser and range meter to generate dense point clouds. This
method is extremely accurate for surface reconstruction but has limited use in mining
environments due to high dust levels in air. Another method is surface reconstruction
from shadow profilometry which involves passing a light over a surface in a sequence of
photos and generating a surface from the difference in pixel brightness [23].

2.3. OPTICAL DETECTION METHODS
The use of small, inexpensive unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to collect high
resolution images has rapidly grown in popularity in recent years [24]. This popularity
has driven both researchers and governments to explore the use of UAVs for collection
and analysis of road network condition [25]–[27]. New technologies and methodologies
such as integrating multiple wide angle cameras on a UAV for a larger field of view and
better image overlap [28] and deployment of UAVs along linear structures using visual
recognition to support autonomous flight without GPS [29], [30] have been developed to
collect UAV images. Structure-from-motion can cover very large areas using unmanned
aerial vehicles [31] or terrestrial vehicles [32].
The images from UAV surveys and terrestrial vehicles have been analyzed using
several techniques. Aging and degradation of road distress exhibit distinct spectral
characteristics under spectrometry analysis [33]. Road roughness can be extracted from a
3-D model generated using UAV photogrammetry [26]. Cracking can identified by edge
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detection and particulate filters [34]. Potholes and cracks have been detected using a
morphological image processing approach [35]. Traverse and cross slope grade was
calculated from a dense point cloud generated from a UAV structure from motion survey
[36]. One drawback of these approaches for fully automatic processing of road data is
the preprocessing involved in identifying the road, therefore automatic road detection is
also an active area many researchers are working on, but different methods have unique
drawbacks [31], [37], [38]. One researcher developed a growth algorithm that starts from
a selected point in the center of the road and adds adjacent grid sections until a predetermined change in average adjacent grid elevation of 5 cm. This method requires the
road to have a curb with a height greater than 5 cm to stop the growth of the road surface
and define the edge of analysis area [37]. A random sample consensus algorithm was
used to generate reference planes based on similarity, however they found it was only
effective for small sections, not large road networks or sections with curves [38]. Other
research has started from the road center and wheel paths offset from the centerline, but
the centerline was drawn manually, requiring a manual alignment of the analysis to the
road which is impractical for large road networks [31].
The limitations that exist with each of the road detection methods reduce their
application to a small subset of road networks. Many roads do not have curbs. Unpaved
roads are not suitable for spectrometry analysis when made from the same material as
shoulders, drainage ditches, and near road environment. Unpaved airfields, which are the
majority of airfields [39], don’t have well defined edges but require surface roughness
measurement and bearing capacity estimated to determine if useable [40], [41]. Botschner
indicated publicly available digital terrain elevation data is insufficient to determine if
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opportune forward landing site grade is acceptable for aircraft, but a finer grid of 3 meters
should be acceptable [41]. Mining haul roads exhibit many of the identified issues with
road detection. The specific obstacles are explained further by the site visit in Section 4.2.
Optical sensors utilize cameras and are similar to spatial sensors in that they can
detect surface level defects well, but not sub-surface defects [20]. Optical sensors can be
placed not only on haul trucks, but also UAVs to collect data [42]–[45]. A major
difference in optical detection methods compared to spatial methods is the effect of
shadows. When using a single camera setup, 2-D images are analyzed for road condition.
Differences is cloud cover or sun position can limit the ability to compare road sections
effectively. Additional limitations are introduced when flying drones. Weather and pilot
regulations can limit the timeframe drones can operate [43].

2.4. VEHICLE RESPONSE
Vehicle response to road condition can be grouped into two main categories:
vibration [19]–[21], [46], [47] and strut pressure/deflection [48]–[50]. The cost of
measured vehicle response for road defect detection is kept low because the road’s
primary user collects the road condition data, meaning supplemental monitoring vehicles
(supervisor pickups or UAVs) and manpower are not required. The ability to detect
surface and subsurface defects are moderately effective, with more recent research using
complex computational analysis to improve accuracy [47], [48]. There is still limitations
on the relative defect score as components of the truck, such as tire and suspension
condition, that can affect the measured response. However, it has been found that the
individual effects of the truck components are usually small compared to the road surface
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roughness and by using the haul trucks, the exact location of localized defects can be
identified [51]. Unlike paved road maintenance, the user and maintainer are the same for
mining properties. Therefore, it makes sense to use existing trucks to monitor roads [19].
Previous research has attempted to equate rolling resistance to the quality of road
through a quantitative measurement. Thompson explains by using a truck manufacturers
SAE engine power and speed curves, the engine efficiency and subsequently the rolling
resistance can be back calculated [16]. The rolling resistance represents the force the
truck must overcome to move forward. This method directly relates to the fuel efficiency
and total haulage cycle time but does not directly address operator health, equipment
maintenance, or tire damage caused by excessive vibration.
To address the short comings of a rolling resistance only model, research has been
conducted to add vibration measurements into the equation. In 2014, Wolfgang
demonstrated road quality is a major contributor to vibration response and the vibration
magnitude caused by the road roughness is highest in the vertical direction—the direction
most damaging to the health of operators [6]. Maintained roads are associated with lower
vibration [6]. Another study showed it is possible to identify and reconstruct road defects
using vibration data [48]. This research was successful at identifying specially
constructed defects, but application to real road conditions where vibration response of
multiple defects can overlap was not proven. Ngwangwa conducted a similar series of
studies, both times using an artificial neural network. These again used specially
constructed defects and had not address multiple defects in series. There was also limited
control in this study over the velocity of the test vehicles, however, it did identify speed
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plays a role in measured vibration. This research did outline the value in “identifying the
general level of the road’s surface roughness” [47], [52].
Non-uniformity of the tire may introduce additional forces not associated with
road condition, but literature indicates this is negligible compared to the roughness of
mine haul roads [19], [51].

2.5. SUMMARY
There are several methods currently used in the mining industry for automatic
detection of haul road defects including operator reports, spatial sensors, optical sensors,
and vehicle response sensors. Each of these methods have their own benefits and
drawbacks but none offer a complete solution to detecting all types of road defects [20].
The previous subsections detailed the current road defect detection and measurement
techniques. The information found during the review is summarized in Table 2-1detailing
and ranking the method’s capabilities. The summary table is divided into the following
topic categories:
•

Surface Defects—potholes, ruts, rock spillage, and water runoff damage.

•

Sub-Surface Defects—material composition, particle size distribution, and
bedrock intrusion.

•

Existence and Location—simplest form of identification, if a defect exists but not
necessarily the type, location, or severity.

•

Magnitude—the approximate size and severity of defect.
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•

Relative Magnitude—the size of defect and ability to compare directly to other
simultaneously occurring defects to rank relative severity and prioritize road
maintenance dispatching.

•

Cost–relative total cost of the detection method, including upfront, reoccurring, and
computational.

•

Response Time—relative time from formation of defect to identification and
dispatching of road maintenance crew.
The biggest benefit of operator reports is the low cost. However, its biggest

drawback is it is very poor at detecting relative defects as individual operators are limited
to their haul route and will have no basis to compare to sections of the road network.
Limitations of optical and spatial data methods include: LIDAR systems are
expensive and do not penetrate the road surface to detect subsurface defects. 2-D visual
data require extensive AI training for defects, and mining roads are challenged by
distinguishing the road area from berm, shoulder, and ditch areas due to same material
and no vegetation. 3-D point clouds from structure from motion have difficulty detecting
road extents and several methods have been developed. However, the limitation of
surface level defects cannot be solved with LIDAR or camera systems.
Vehicle response methods are limited by the ability to distinguish relative
magnitude of road defects. Vibration measurements can be confounded with dynamic
vehicle motion, such as skidding tires or rapid change in direction. This limits the ability
to distinguish road defects from driver behavior. A system would need to correct for
dynamic vehicle motion to be effective at identifying road defects.
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Table 2-1: Summary of Road Defect Detection Methods and Relative Performance
Operator

Vehicle
Spatial

Optical

Feedback

Response

Existence and
Moderate

Excellent

Excellent

Moderate

Moderate

Excellent

Excellent

Moderate

Poor

Excellent

Moderate

Poor

Moderate

Poor

Poor

Moderate

Poor

Poor

Poor

Moderate

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Cost

Low

High

High

Low

Response Time

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Fast

Location
Surface
Magnitude
Defects
Relative
Magnitude
Existence and
Sub-

Location

Surface

Magnitude

Defects

Relative
Magnitude
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3. DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS
This section details the data collection and data processing conducted at three
mines during the investigation. The first subsection provides site information for three
mines where data was collected; a metal mine, non-metal mine, and coal mine. The
second subsection details data collection of operator reports, LIDAR scans, vehicle
vibration response, and UAV photogrammetry. The data collection identified vehicle
vibration response and UAV photogrammetry as the two best candidates for further
study. Finally, the last subsection provides specific statistical methods used to further
study the vibration response and UAV photogrammetry data.

3.1. SITE INFORMATION
Mine 1. The first mine investigated for this research was an open pit gold
and silver mine in northwest Mexico. The mine is in a dry desert climate. Annual
material hauled is nearly 110 million tons. GPS and vibration data was donated from the
mine for three out of over forty CAT 793F haul trucks with a rated capacity of 256 tons.
The trucks operated for 11 days logging GPS and vibration data every 1 second. The data
from this mine was used for preliminary testing of data analysis methods. This site
provided valuable preliminary data to study before further research was conducted with
thorough site surveys.
Mine 2. The second mine is a stone quarry in the eastern USA. The mine
extracts a general aggregate and a high-calcium aggregate. The seams have a moderate
slope, but the mining process uses flat benches and selective truck assignments to
separate the two main types of rock. The mine operates four CAT 777 haul trucks loaded
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by shovel. The haul is approximately 1 mile, and the cycle time is 5 minutes. Transport to
the waste dump area is downhill into a mine out pit and doubles cycle distance and time.
The data from this mine was operator feedback forms.
Mine 3. The final mine was a coal mine located in Midwest USA. The
mine extracts four seams of coal, using both dragline and shovel/truck haulage to remove
the overburden. The overburden trucks operate short runs from the pit to the top of the
spoil pile created by the dragline. In addition to overburden removal, the mine operates
four CAT 785B haul trucks (Figure 3-1) to transport coal from the pit to the processing
facility. There are two pits, designated as North and South. The length of haul is
approximately 4 miles to the north pit and 8 miles to the south pit. Cycle time for the
north and south pit to the processing facility is approximately 25 minutes and 35 minutes
respectively. Data collected at this mine includes operator feedback forms, LIDAR, GPS
tracked vehicle vibration, and UAV photogrammetry.

Figure 3-1: GPS Antenna and Mast Mounted on Front Left Corner (Circled in
Orange) of CAT 785 Haul Truck with no Obstructions 270 Degrees to Horizon.
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3.2. DATA COLLECTION
Operator Feedback. Preliminary work distributed operator feedback forms
to classify road conditions as described in the SME Handbook [22]. This form asks for
roads to be identified on five defect types: potholes, corrugations, rutting, loose material,
and stoniness-fixed. These defect types are ranked on a scale of one to five for both the
degree of damage and extent of defect throughout the road section. These are combined
to a total defect score ranging from 5 to 125. Neither Mine 2 nor Mine 3 had existing
objective operator feedback forms and instead relied on radio callouts for individual road
sections. The new reporting method, brief training, and lack of direct collection led to
incomplete and limited responses. The few collected responses do not lead to strong
statistical significance, but the process and exercise of form distribution and collection
provide insight into how this system of defect detection is intended to work.
Respondents consisted of only researchers, operators driving researchers, or the
point of contact for the mine visit. This is despite the fact that forms were given to
multiple operators and managers onsite. This indicates an issue of adoption of operator
report forms as an enhanced method of road defect detection. However, it would be
expected to have better adoption if the request was coming from management on site who
are directly involved with the truck drivers and maintenance decisions. As an external
researcher, operators did not have strong incentives to fill out forms.
The collected responses had no two operators rating the same road section with
the same overall defect score. While the number of responses does not lead to strong
statistical insights, it should be noted the range of scores for the same road sections.
Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 provide the responses for Mine 2 and Mine 3, respectively.
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Table 3-1: Mine 2 Operator Feedback Responses
Operator
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

3

4
5
4
5
4

5

4
1

Road Section (As
Reported)
4
2
5
3
1

Road Section
M6_Road
M4_P2_Ramp_Intersection
M8_Road_StagingArea
M5_P3_Intersection
M2_OB_Intersection
00_Intersection,
Martin Farm Ramp M1_U1_Intersection
East Pit Ramp
D1_Ramp
M2_OB_Intersection,
M3_Corner,
Pit Road Ramps
M4_P2_Ramp_Intersection
M2_OB_Intersection,
M3_Corner,
Pit Road Ramps
M4_P2_Ramp_Intersection
Pit
P2_Pit, P2_Road
Pit
P2_Pit, P2_Road
flat ramp
M4_P2_Ramp_Intersection
flat ramp
M4_P2_Ramp_Intersection
E1_Crusher, 00_Intersection,
M1_U1_Intersection,
crusher to pit
M2_OB_Intersection
E1_Crusher, 00_Intersection,
M1_U1_Intersection,
crusher to pit
M2_OB_Intersection
D1_Ramp
Hill to dump

Pothole Corrugation
1-1
1-1
2-4
1-1
4-2
1-1
2-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

Rutting
4-4
4-4
3-3
2-2
1-1

Loose
Material Stoniness
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
3-2
2-3
4-5
1-1

Total
20
27
20
19
24

2-2
1-1

1-1
2-3

1-1
1-1

1-1
1-1

1-1
3-3

8
18

3-3

2-2

1-1

1-1

4-3

27

2-4
5-5
5-5
3-2
2-3

4-4
4-4
3-4
2-3
2-2

1-1
4-4
2-4
4-4
2-2

2-1
3-3
5-3
1-1
1-1

2-3
2-2
4-5
1-1
2-2

33
70
80
30
19

2-2

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

8

2-2
1-1

3-2
4-4

2-2
2-2

1-1
1-1

2-2
1-1

19
23

Additional challenges were introduced in naming and locating defects. The mine
did not have a standard naming convention for sections of the road network. This led to
increased data wrangling work to determine the indicated road sections. Road sections
reported by different operators overlapped different road sections, for example, operator
1 reports from “county road 1 to county road 2”, while another operator reports from
“aerial powerline to top of ramp”. These sections can overlap for hundreds of meters, but
also extend to either side of each other for hundreds more. This creates additional
complexity to analysis and can introduce new forms of error. However, this would be
expected to be reduced if the method was adopted for site and standard road section
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names were created and widely used. One respondent provided a hand drawn map to
indicate locations, Figure 3-2.

Table 3-2: Mine 3 Operator Feedback Responses
Road Section
Operator (As Reported)
CR500 to 1st
1 bubble

2
1
2
1
2

CR500 to 1st
bubble
South Haul
Road
South Haul
Road
5A Ramp
5A Ramp

CR500 to coal
2 yard

CR500 to coal
1 yard
1 Ramp 2
1 From Shop
From ditch to
3 pit 4
3 5A coal Floor

Road Section
N6_Road,
N7_Road,
N8_Road
N6_Road,
N7_Road,
N8_Road

Pothole

Corrugation Rutting

Loose
Material Stoniness Total

4-5

3-5

1-1

2-2

4-5

60

4-4

3-2

2-1

2-1

2-2

30

N1_Road

2-3

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

10

N1_Road
NP1_Ramp
NP1_Ramp
N1_Road,
N2_Intersection,
N3_Road,
N4_CRC
N1_Road,
N2_Intersection,
N3_Road,
N4_CRC
*NP1_Corner
S0_ShopRoad

1-1
2-4
2-1

1-1
1-1
1-1

1-1
2-2
2-2

2-1
1-1
2-2

2-2
1-1
2-1

9
15
13

4-4

4-4

3-4

2-3

2-3

56

5-5
1-2
4-3

3-3
2-1
2-3

4-2
1-1
2-1

3-3
2-2
1-1

4-5
3-3
1-1

71
18
22

*
NP1_Upper

5-4
5-5

5-4
3-5

5-4
5-5

2-1
4-5

1-1
3-4

63
97

Overall, operator response forms were found to be ineffective for accurate
reporting of road defects. The subjective nature led to inconsistent road defect scores
between respondents. Locating analyzed areas and defects was difficult without a
standard road naming convention. Low incentives limited responses. It is expected with
proper implementation the naming convention and response rate will be improved, but
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subjectivity, inconsistent ratings, and requirement for human operators severely limit this
method for future development. This method was not investigated further for this
research due to the presented limitations. However, operator response can still be
improved and effectively used at mine sites.

Figure 3-2: Operator Response Map of Road Sections

LIDAR. An additional preliminary study investigated a LIDAR scanner
deployed at Mine 3. The scanner was a Carlson Quarryman Pro used primarily for
highwall surveying, Figure 3-3. This is not the typical LIDAR deployed on trucks but
provided a good understanding of how LIDAR works and the data it can provide.
A stationary LIDAR on a tripod has a very limited field of view. Only 20-30
meters can be scanned at a time and it took approximately 1 hour for a section to be
scanned at 1 inch resolution. The scan had to be manually stopped when a vehicle passed
to not pick up the vehicle as part of the road in the point cloud. A contour map of the data
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can be seen in Figure 3-4. This took much longer than one is led to believe from industry
discussing LIDAR use on autonomous vehicles. However, speaking with industry
representatives at MineExpo 2021 in Las Vegas, no one is currently using truck mounted
LIDAR for road defect detection, only rapid, low resolution object detection. One
company said LIDAR will not even pick up large spillage and autonomous trucks would
run right into rocks in the roadway (The collision avoidance system used to detect these
is based on camera and GPS positioning).

Figure 3-3: LIDAR Scanner Deployed at Mine 3

LIDAR proved to be very accurate, but at a very high time commitment. The
current limitation of the technology not being able to be deployed on trucks for effective
road scanning severely limits its usefulness. The tripod approach with a surveyor
manually starting and stopping the scan does not lead to effective autonomous road
defect detection. This method was not researched further due to the identified limitations,
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but improvements to LIDAR technology could easily make this an effective method in
the future.

Figure 3-4: LIDAR Generated Contour Map

Unmanned Ariel Vehicle. A UAV photogrammetry study was conducted
concurrently at Mine 3. The study identified locations in the mine with surface roughness
and inconsistent grading by UAV structure-from-motion photogrammetry. The results
identified specific areas of concern and quantified the relative severity.
To obtain the primary road users’ path, a GPS system is installed on the primary
haulage equipment, a CAT 785 haul truck. The mine was photographed using a DJI
Mavic Air. The flight was conducted to maintain visual line of site with the UAV. The
flight path and image collection were conducted manually to avoid interruption of mining
activities and to ensure photos would not contain vehicles operating in the roadway that
would need to be filtered out in post processing. Ground control points were not used,
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and the elevation is reported from the drone takeoff point. The object of this study is on
road quality, where relative position and elevations are sufficient, which reduces
computational complexity. A total of 278 photos were taken at an average elevation of
103.4 meters. The length of road contained in this study is 2815 meters.
Vehicle Response. Vibration and GPS data was collected from Mine 1 and
Mine 3 using a commercially available sensor [53]. Mine 1 already had the sensor
installed on all mobile equipment, and the same sensor was selected for Mine 3 because
of the availability, widespread current use in industry, and data consistency. The sensor
includes a Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) inertial sensor with a 3-axis +2g/+-6g digital output low voltage linear accelerometer with a resolution of 1 mgn at 40
Hz [54]. This MEMS data undergoes preprocessing, and the final data output is a single
representative vibration level for a 1 second period. The preprocessing, as described in
personal communication with the sensor supplier in May 2019, involves calculating the
geometric mean of the difference of acceleration values to their Butterworth low-pass
filter value. The mean is then averaged over 10 samples. The combined 3-axis
accelerometer has the advantage of easy installation because proper alignment of the
sensor to the truck is not required. This was a problem a representative of Modular
indicated during personal communication at MineExpo 2021 that they could not easily
overcome without extensive installation procedures and calibration. Literature indicates
identifying the general roughness condition, provided by the combined accelerometer,
can be particularly useful, especially where the road surface is degrading randomly [47].
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The sensor also includes a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) that
records latitude and longitude position, speed, and heading at 1 second intervals and is
accurate within 2 meters [53].
The sensor is mounted in the operator’s cabin of the haul truck, shown in Figure
3-5. It is secured with high power magnets to the frame of the cabin, but the orientation is
not controlled, similar to the expected orientation control if deployed site-wide between
haul truck installations. The GPS antenna in mounted at the front left corner of the truck
with clear view of the sky.

A)

B)

Figure 3-5: Installation of A) Vehicle response sensor (orange arrow) mounted with
magnets (blue arrows) to operator cabin frame, and B) GPS antenna mounted with Ubolts to side view mirror.

A preliminary analysis was conducted for Mine 1 and results published [55]. The
vibration data from Mine 1 was plotted over the mine map Figure 3-6. This shows high
vibration levels in the pit and intersections consistent with literature. However, further
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research is needed as trucks drive around defects and vehicle motions may cause
vibrations from skidding tires.

Figure 3-6: Mine 1 Map of Vibration Levels

3.3. STATISTICAL METHODS
This section details the statistical methods and tools used to conduct the research.
K-means clustering is a grouping algorithm that is used to identify if a haul truck is
loaded or empty. Savitzki Golay filters reduce high frequency signal noise for analog
sensors and is used to smooth time series data. Principal curve analysis creates a smooth
curve aligned to the orthogonal center of data and is used to identify the center of roads.
Finally, generalized additive models combine multiple predictors into a single smooth
model and is used to calculate correction factors for dynamic vehicle motion. All data
was processed using RStudio running R code. Citations for packages and algorithms used
can be found in the respective sections where the package is applied.
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K-means Clustering. K-means cluster analysis is a fast, efficient algorithm
to group data based on similarity using a data distance metric [56]–[58]. The goal of the
algorithm is to divide a data set of M points from N parameters (as dimensions) into K
groups so that the Euclidean distance between points within all groups is minimized [59].
An initial set of K cluster centers, I, must be provided in N dimensions. A single optimal
solution is not practical to calculate, therefore the accepted practice is to randomize I and
repeat the algorithm finding local minimums and selecting the most found local minimum
from the starting set.
The N parameters are scaled such that the mean is centered on 0 and the
magnitude is the ratio of the standard deviations. This ensures each parameter used for
the grouping is equally represented when forming groups. A simplified unified version of
the algorithms in [59] and [60] is presented:
Step 1: For each point in M, find the closest I and assign the point to cluster
Step 2: For each cluster, calculate the average N for all points and update the
value of I
Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and 2 until no points are assigned to new cluster
For this research, the value of K is known based on the physical system (truck
haulage can be loaded or empty) being modeled. However, many methods can be used to
determine K from the data, including the elbow method, silhouette widths, and
hierarchical trees [61]. These methods could be used in future work, if more complex
cluster analysis is needed.
Savitzky Golay Filters. Savitzky Golay filters are commonly used to
reduce high frequency noise with the purpose of smoothing digital signals of physical
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experiments [62]. Savitzky Golay filters use a least squares method that considerably
improve information obtained from sensors, with no additional computational
complexity. Data must be uniformly distributed, and two filter parameters must be
provided, the window width and polynomial degree.
The window width must be an odd number and designates how many points are
used to approximate the filtered value. For example, a window width of 11 indicates the 5
preceding and 5 following points are used to approximate the local point. The polynomial
degree indicates the frequency that should be filtered out. A polynomial is uniquely
defined by a number of points one more than the largest exponent. Therefore, the
polynomial degree for the filter must be at least one less than the window width. The
greater the difference in window width and polynomial degree the smoother the filtered
data curve becomes [63]. The Savitzky Golay filter approximates a new value at every
point in the original data set by fitting a polynomial regression to the points in the
window by minimizing the least squares fit. The linking of these points is a complex
process with the exact process detailed in previous research [62], [64].
Savitzky Golay has advantages over other noise reduction methods. Moving
averages do not preserve outlier peaks. Similarly, Butterworth filters cut off all
frequencies above a threshold, also limiting outlier identification. Fast Fourier Transform
fails to provide information on the frequency component in time [65]. This is critical
when these outlier peaks or changing frequencies could correlate to road defects. This
filter will be applied to time series data obtained from the vehicle response sensors in
Section 5.
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Principal Curve Analysis. Principal curve analysis is a method that can
determine the centerline of a road. It is used to determine a smooth, one-dimensional
curve through the orthogonal center of the data [66], [67]. It is an iterative process that
minimizes the local distance to points by minimizing the arc length of the projection of
points onto a curve. The result is a curve defined by points with a direct pair in the data
space, an example is provided in Figure 3-7. In simpler terms, this is the smoothed analog
to a principal component analysis. A detailed explanation of the mathematics of applying
principal curves to vehicle data while analyzing freeway traffic stream modeling has been
studied, but does not explore vehicle path with principal curves [68]. Agamennoni et al.
applies principal curves to vehicle path data to generate road paths [69]. Lee et al. used a
GPS enabled smart phone to calculate real road trajectories to analyze crash risk from
intersections and found the path traveled by vehicles on the road does not perfectly align
with the road design [70].
A novel application of principal curves proposed by this research is using the sign
of the determinate of vectors between successive points on the curve and vectors from the
curve to original data points to determine if the original data point is to the left or right of
the principal curve. Various theories and proofs have used this principal like, Gauss’
Area Formula [71], shoelace theory, surveyors formula [72], and the geometric definition
of determinates [73]. The theory states the determinate of two vectors is signed based on
clockwise or counter clockwise rotation between the two vectors. This gives a method to
divide the GPS data sets into left and right sides of the road centerline, an example of
which is shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: Principal Curve with Orthogonal Vectors

Figure 3-8: Data Points Divided into Left and Right Side of Principal Curve

Generalized Additive Model. A GAM approach can combine any number
of factors or parameters in a single comprehensive model [74]–[78]. A GAM has the
advantage of not relying on strictly linear functions, but can apply smoothing functions to
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explain non-linear relationships [74]. This positions GAMs in the center of the modeling
spectrum from simple linear models that are trivial to interpret to black box machine
learning methods such as random forest or neural network that cannot be easily
interpreted [79]–[81]. The processes that makes GAMs interpretable and dynamic is
incorporating independent models into a comprehensive model using the basic form of
Equation 1.
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝛼 + 𝑓1 (𝑥1 ) + 𝑓2 (𝑥2 ) + ⋯ + 𝑓𝑛−1 (𝑥𝑛−1 ) + 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥𝑛 ) + 𝜇

Equation 1

Where
𝜇 is a random variable which is normally distributed with mean of zero
𝛼 is a constant
𝑥𝑖 is a set of predictors that interact in a given function
𝑓𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ) is a non-parametric regression function (smooth, linear, etc…)
The advantage of GAMs ability to use any function, is the application of
scatterplot smoothing functions. In this research, cubic spline regression is used as the
smoothing function. An example smooth curve can be found in Figure 3-9. This starts
with a basis function that acts over a small region of data. This is combined with a series
of basis functions over the entire data set. Each basis is multiplied by its own coefficient
value, and the sum of all basis functions is the final smooth model. The smoothness of a
cubic spline means its derivative and second derivative are continuous. This is essentially
a piecewise linear regression, but using cubic curves and forcing the locations between
pieces to have continuous derivatives. GAM will be used for the vibration correction
factor discussed in Section 5.4.
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Figure 3-9: Smooth Curve (Black) Created by Series of Cubic Spline Basis Functions
(Solid Color) Multiplied by Coefficient (Dotted Color)
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4. SURFACE DEFECT DETECTION

4.1. OVERVIEW
Of the four detection methods used in Section 3, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
were identified to be ideally suited to quantify large area road network’s condition, such
as surface roughness, defects, and grade inconsistencies to optimize remediation of poor
conditions and reduce overall road costs. However, most research has been conducted on
paved roads with well-defined edges. This section discusses the development of a new
method for mine haul road defect detection where road edges are not well defined. The
method uses a grid aligned from the center of the road determined by principal curve
analysis of a road user’s GPS traces.
Mining road networks can vary greatly in construction, materials, geometry, and
near-road obstructions limiting effectiveness of most edge detection methods. A grid
system was aligned to a truck’s principal curve. A dense point cloud generated from
UAV photogrammetry is applied to each grid section and a multiple linear regression
analysis is conducted on each individual grid. The root-mean-square-error of the residuals
in each grid indicates the surface roughness. Additionally, the change of slope between
grids indicates the road grade inconsistencies both along the wheel path and cross grade.
This results in three metrics that can inform road quality: 1) surface roughness, 2) wheel
path grade, and 3) cross slope grade. This method was applied to 26 road sections, and
the results were compared to images taken from the truck operator’s vantage point.
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4.2. BACKGROUND
As described in the literature review, most current UAV road condition analysis
methods require well defined road edges. A photo taken during this study at Mine 3
highlights many of the challenges specific to mine roads. Figure 4-1 A shows a county
road running parallel to a mining haul road. A clear road edge is observed where
vegetation begins. Additionally, the road shoulder consistently slopes away from the road
providing elevation change data. Figure 4-1 B and Figure 4-1 E indicates a change in
material type laterally from the road edge. This creates issues when using spectrometry or
computer vision algorithms to determine road edges [33]–[35]. In this figure, the large
berm between the road edge and change in material may be indicated as a road defect.
Figure 4-1 C indicates a similar issue in the center of the road where discoloration caused
by water on the road can affect spectrometry or computer vision algorithms. Objects on
the side of the road, shown in Figure 4-1 D are a power cable approximately 10 cm in
diameter, a power junction box, and electrical pole. The cable provides a straight constant
elevation change that could be detected with the growth algorithm as a road edge
especially when the road edge and shoulder have no clearly defined edge, such as Figure
4-1 F.
In addition to difficulty in automatic detection of road extents, mining haul roads
exhibit defect types unique to their use case in addition to the traditionally studied road
defects. The SME Mining Engineering Handbook recommends mine road construction
best practices and details common defects and is summarized in the following sentences
[22]. Sustained grading should be a “smooth even grade, not a combination of grades”
according to Darling. A single direction cross slope is preferred to bi-directional
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Figure 4-1: UAV Photo Obtained During This Study Indicating Challenges with
Automatic Mine Road Detection. A) County road with clear edges, defined shoulder, and
consistent road surface. B) Material changes near road edge, but not at road edge. C)
Discoloration along road from water truck D) Powerlines and cables on ground create
clear edges not at road edge. E) Material and color changes F) Actual road edge has very
few discernible characteristics.

crowning for extended tire life, but local conditions can dictate which option is selected.
In either case, constant grade is important for adequate water dissipation. The minimum
lane width should be 2 times the largest vehicle width for a single-lane road and 3.5 times
for a 2-lane road with safety berms at least 66% of wheel height. Thompson and Visser
conducted a survey to determine loose material in the form of load spillage, berm
sloughing, or uncovered from tire action is severely damaging to tires and has potential to
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cause accidents and fixed stoniness is similar in effect to loose material, but the source is
from road construction and compaction having sub-optimal material as it is commonly
sourced from onsite [82]. Finally, potholes, corrugation, and rutting which are fairly
standard road defects of concern must also be considered for mining roads [22], [82].

4.3. METHODOLOGY
Grid Alignment. This research eliminates the need to detect road edges by
forming an analysis grid to the road user path and extending it the industry accepted
distance of 1.5 truck widths to each side of road center. To facilitate analysis, only road
sections with two entry and exit locations are considered: intersections, pits/dumps, and
administrative/other sections where road users don’t follow a well-defined route are
excluded. It should be noted future research could include these sections if a grid pattern
can be designed to accommodate overlapping routes. Long sections of straight roads were
subdivided into sections no greater than 100 meters. The area analyzed is displayed in
Figure 4-2 where the black polygons represent road sections analyzed and red line
indicates the extent of UAV photogrammetry data collection.
Principal curve analysis, as described in Section 3.3.3, was selected for its ability
to define the functional center of the road from within the large cloud of data using GPS
data from haul trucks. Mining roads can have poorly defined edges, change rapidly, and
followed paths are different than designed roads. The latter occurs, for example, when
one tries to find the smoothest road section, pass support vehicles, or avoid pedestrians
doing field work. The Hastie and Stuetz algorithm [66] is used to calculate the principal
curve for each road section. For this analysis, travel direction is ignored. The principal
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curve generated from the algorithm links every point from the truck GPS to a point on the
curve. The collected data resulted in less than 0.05 m between successive points on the
road centerline.

Figure 4-2: Mine 3 map of UAV Photogrammetry Area and Road Sections

Once the principal curve had been determined, a grid system was constructed
using the curve as the grid center. A representative grid size must be selected. One of the
most damaging events for haul trucks is racking, which is lateral twisting of the frame
caused by uneven forces on diagonal tires [83], [84]. For this research, the half width and
half length of the primary haulage equipment, called the quarter size, determined the grid
size (Figure 4-3) as to isolate the grid size to accommodate a single (or rear dual) tire.
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Figure 4-3: Quarter Size CAT 785 Haul Truck for Determining Grid Size.
Adapted from [85]

Figure 4-4: Grid Construction and Centerline from Truck GPS

The grid was constructed with points in sequence a half truck length from the start
of the principal curve to the extent of the principal curve. Lateral points are found by
constructing a unit vector from the current indexed point on the principal curve towards
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the corresponding GPS point from the haul truck traces. The direction of this vector is
normal to the curve [86]. The unit vector is multiplied by 0.6 vehicle widths and the
wheel path index from -2 to 2, creating a grid of quadrilaterals extending 1.2 vehicle
widths on each side of the centerline, as shown in Figure 4-4. The vehicle width
multiplier was selected as 0.6 to accommodate for slight widening of tires under
compression, but still narrow so that only a single dual tire pair will exist in a single grid.
Roughness Measure. The point cloud generated from the drone
photogrammetry, as detailed in Section 3.2.3, contains xyz coordinates. R package mgcv
algorithm in.out determines if a point is inside a polygon [74]. The algorithm uses a ray
casting algorithm [87] to count the boundary crossings of a vector from any point to
determine if the point is interior or exterior to a polygon where an even number of
crossings indicate an exterior point and odd number of crossings indicate an interior point
(Figure 4-5). All points in the drone photogrammetry were tested and any found inside a
polygon are assigned to the grid. A multiple linear regression analysis was conducted on
each grid to generate a reference plane.
The coefficients of the multiple linear regression represent the approximate slope
in the x and y directions, respectively. The plane slopes undergo a change of basis to
align to each grid providing wheel path grade (WPG) and cross grade (CG), as visualized
in Figure 4-6. The difference in grade between adjacent grids indicate road unevenness
and the cumulative sum of the difference of squares provides a road condition score for
lane defects and grading defects. This novel scoring method is defined in Equations 1 and
2. The residuals of the multiple linear regression analysis indicate the difference of
elevation of points captured by the photogrammetry to the estimated reference plane for
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the individual grid. The root-mean-square of the residuals is taken for each grid section
and the average root-mean-square-error (RMSE) for all grids in a road section provide
the roughness score.

Figure 4-5: Ray Casting Algorithm of Simple Quadrilateral Grid Segment and General
Case with Convex Polygon with Example Interior and Exterior Points with Ray
Intersections Numbered. Derived from [87]

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑊𝑃𝐺𝑖 − 𝑊𝑃𝐺𝑖−1 )2
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑛

Equation 2

∑4𝑖=1(𝐶𝐺𝑖 − 𝐶𝐺𝑖−1 )2
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑛

Equation 3

4.4. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
This research determined road quality metrics derived from a grid system based
on the road user’s GPS trace and point cloud data from UAV photogrammetry. The
roughness, wheel path and cross grade scores are derived from a multiple linear
regression of a UAV photogrammetry generated point cloud aligned to a road grid found
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by principal curve analysis. An example road section with grid layout is provided in
Figure 4-7 A with a single selected grid’s residual values displayed in Figure 4-7 B. The
red areas indicate elevation above the plane model and green represent lower elevations.
The slopes of the grid planes are aligned to the road and cross section views are displayed
for the wheel path grade and cross grade in Figure 4-7 C and Figure 4-7 D respectively.
These slope cross sections are used for analysis in Figures 4-9, 10, and 11 at their
respective road sections.

Figure 4-6: Change of Basis from XY System to Align to Wheel Path and Cross Grade

The three metrics of roughness, wheel path grade, and cross grade for all road
sections are summarized in Table 4-1. The scores are ranked to show the relative severity
of defects for each section. These values can be interpreted to indicate various road
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defects of concern. These results are validated by comparison to images taken from the
operator’s cab of a haul truck during operation.

Figure 4-7: Road Section 9 A) Grid system overlaid with cross section lines of overlaid
slope. B) Example of single grid with residual values. C) Wheel path grade D) Cross
grade

Road section 16 exhibited the highest roughness score and significantly high
wheel path and cross grades. The operator cabin viewpoint photo of this section is
displayed in Figure 4-8. A large depression spans most of the road and retains significant
amounts of water. This defect is clearly detected in the regression analysis (Figure 4-9)
with a large section in dark green indicating elevation below average for the grid between
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eating 2645 and 2650 m. Figure 4-10 A and B show the wheel path grade and cross grade
respectively. The depression is found in all wheel paths and cross grade sections.

Table 4-1: Road Condition Scores and Relative Ranking for Each UAV Flight. Bold
values indicate road section with highest or second highest defect rank in any of the three
metrics
ROAD
SECTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

WHEEL
PATH
4.98
11.17
10.97
17.72
5.93
5.00
4.15
9.76
15.94
2.24
0.55
1.56
3.14
3.37
3.64
21.96
16.03
1.75
12.09
39.44
11.59
13.48
15.60
15.31
23.00
12.21

CROSS
GRADE
12.68
31.55
24.25
11.25
13.78
11.19
5.02
11.17
9.77
4.65
4.85
6.71
12.18
3.42
6.92
61.38
15.85
4.52
14.50
12.84
4.38
185.50
291.23
15.70
112.83
23.38

ROUGHNESS
1.31
6.44
25.74
4.06
2.31
30.22
6.55
1.21
38.32
2.06
1.88
0.37
0.88
1.31
1.22
43.40
7.65
2.09
27.36
20.20
5.58
13.49
10.46
24.99
11.01
16.83

WHEEL
PATH
18
13
14
4
16
17
19
15
6
23
26
25
22
21
20
3
5
24
11
1
12
9
7
8
2
10

CROSS
GRADE
13
5
6
15
11
16
21
17
18
23
22
20
14
26
19
4
8
24
10
12
25
2
1
9
3
7

ROUGHNESS
22
14
5
16
17
3
13
24
2
19
20
26
25
21
23
1
12
18
4
7
15
9
11
6
10
8
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2640 m
2645 m

2650 m

2655 m

Easting

Figure 4-8: Road Section 16 with Highest Roughness Score, and High Wheel Path and
Cross Grade Scores. Large depression retaining significant water.

Figure 4-9: Road Section 16 Regression Residuals
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Figure 4-10: Road Section 16 A) Wheel path grade B) Cross grade

Adjacent road Sections 22 and 23 indicate very high cross grade scores. These are
the result of road narrowing and berm intrusion to the roadway, which can be seen on the
right side of Figure 4-11. The berm creates a much larger defect score due to the large

Figure 4-11: Road Sections 22 and 23 with Berm Incroaching Causeing Narrowing of the
Roadway.
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Figure 4-12: Road Section 22 Regression Residuals

difference in elevation as required by berm design. This is best seen in Figure 4-13 A
where only one wheel path has a large elevation gain. Figure 4-13 B shows the defect on
the edge of the road causing the large elevation discrepancy. As detailed in the
background, lane width should be 3.5 truck widths and this analysis is only 2.4 truck
widths in total. This indicates significant narrowing of the road which may impose a
safety risk when encountering opposing vehicles in this area. This section also exhibits
limited pothole development and some rutting.

Figure 4-13: Road Section 22 A) Wheel path grade B) Cross grade
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A final example analysis is conducted on road section 6. This showed the third
worst roughness score, but relatively low wheel path grade and cross grade scores. The
image taken from the haul truck, Figure 4-14, shows sever pothole development
throughout the road surface, and the beginning formation of corrugation. The wheel path
grade and cross grade remain nearly constant, Figure 4-16, with this road being crowned
as opposed to a single direction cross slope.

6190 m

6150 m

Northing

Figure 4-14: Road Section 6 with High Roughness Score but Low Wheel Path Grade and
Cross Grade Scores. Severe potholes and mild corrogation throughout.

Critical defects were identified including: 1. Excessive pothole formation and
beginning stages of corrugation characterized by high roughness and small grade
changes, 2. A large depression retaining water identified by high values in roughness,
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Figure 4-15: Road Section 6 Regression Residuals

wheel path grade, and cross grade, 3. Narrowing of travel lane due to berm intrusion
indicated by extremely high values for cross grade. The results demonstrate this is a valid
method of road identification and quantification of road defects without the need of more
complicated road edge detection techniques that are not suitable for all types of roads.

Figure 4-16: Road Section 6 A) Wheel path grade and B) Cross slope grade
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4.5. CONCLUSIONS
This research has demonstrated effective use of principal curve analysis to align a
grid system for UAV photogrammetry analysis. The method provides three scores for
road quality: roughness, wheel path, and cross grade scores. Used in conjunction with
each other, these scores can identify specific defect types such as large depressions, berm
intrusions narrowing effective travel way, and excessive potholes and corrugation. Road
Section 16 with the highest average ranking of all scores (3, 4, and 1) was shown to have
a large depression spanning the roadway retaining water. Road Section 23 had the highest
ranking of cross grade score which corresponded to instruction of the berm into the
roadway. Finally, Road Section 6 with the third highest roughness exhibited excessive
potholes and corrugation. These results provide the location, type, and relative severity of
defects and can inform a road maintenance management system of the top remediation
priorities. This will lead to cost savings, longer equipment service life, and reduced
operator injuries.
Aligning the analysis to the truck path has the advantage that all parts of the road
(and possible shoulder) that are used by vehicle traffic are captured, and unused areas,
such as overly designed widths or corners, are not processed thus saving considerable
analysis costs. This is critical in mining applications where road life is relatively short
and remediation must be taken quickly, but a similar theory could apply to forest service,
northern ice roads, and aviation runways. The road quality metrics provided from this
method can also be used by researchers as a baseline to validate more advanced
algorithms in machine learning or computer vision applications. This method has the
advantage of not requiring road boundaries to be determined using techniques of
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computer vision or relative elevation that have difficulty correctly identifying the edges
of roads.
This method provides better understanding of total road condition by
incorporating grade change information in the wheel path and cross grade scores. Mining
haul roads exhibit some of the most significant challenges for design and construction of
road networks including limited lifespan, budget constraints, and remote locations. This
leads to road construction where human operators are finishing the top layers of road by
sight without the aid of modern high precision GPS control systems. This leads to uneven
grades and increased rate of degradation. By providing all three metrics of road
roughness, wheel path grade, and cross grade score, maintenance crews are better
informed of total road condition and can determine the most effective method for
remediation.
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5. VEHILCE RESPONSE MODEL

5.1. OVERVIEW
Vehicle response modeling was determined to be the best method to quantify not
only sub-surface road defects but also an effective estimator of forces imparted on truck
components and operators. Vehicle vibration response is one of the least expensive
options and can be rapidly deployed by third party installers. The main limitation with
current vehicle response sensors is the required calibration accounting for dynamic
motion of the truck. Turning, acceleration, loading condition, and avoiding obstacles has
been identified as contributing to measured response.
This research proposes estimating parameters from data collected from
inexpensive GPS and accelerometer sensors for use in various statistical learning models.
A variety of techniques calculates parameters including k means clustering, principal
curve analysis, and Savitzky Golay filtering. These predictor variables are combined in a
GAM to select the significant predictors and create calibration curves. The calibrated data
is compared to original vibration measurements and the difference identifies road defects.

5.2. BACKGROUND
This research improves road condition analysis from vehicle response by utilizing
a GAM that is able to incorporate more parameters than any previous research on mine
haul roads. New preprocessing techniques are required to determine parameter values for
use in the model. A brief background of various techniques used is provided.
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Surface level road defect detection is not sufficient for the extremely heavy
mining vehicles. Not only have numerical simulations [88], [89] but also field tests [90]
have shown mining vehicles can displace the road surface over 150 millimeters vertically
in a single pass in the worst case conditions. This far exceeds typical road deformation of
highways in the range of 10 millimeters after a million passes [91]. Looking only at
surface level defects excludes the main support structure of the road. The final method to
be considered of vehicle response can identify subsurface defects.

Figure 5-1: Lane Position and Derivatives A) Lateral position B) Lateral speed C) Lateral
acceleration D) Lateral absement

Two primary measures of vehicle response are reconstruction from strut
displacement [19], [48] and other work has used vibration response [19], [21], [46], [47],
[92]. With either method, many researchers point to the common and obvious issue of
using vehicle response for road defect detection; a truck must engage the road defect to
respond. Operators are trained to avoid road defects for the damaging affects both on
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equipment and operators’ health. If the tires do not encounter a defect and instead pass
laterally, truck response will not be recorded. However, vehicle response is commonly
paired with GPS systems to locate where the response was detected. These traces of GPS
location can be interpreted to determine lateral lane position and if evasive action was
taken to avoid defects. In this method, the act of driving around a defect can inform road
maintenance just as much as a vibration response.
A visual representation was created to explain lateral deviation and derivatives,
seen in Figure 5-1. In Figure 5-2, exaggerated example paths along with example data
collected from the preliminary research at Mine 1 demonstrate differences in lane
position in response to possible existence of A) small local disturbance like potholes or
runoff damage, B) moderate defects like spillage or corrugation, and C) extended defects
like rutting.

5.3. PARAMETER CALCULATIONS
This section outlines the parameters chosen to be studied and the preprocessing
steps taken to prepare data to be input into the GAM. Additionally, some data also
undergo domain expert specific filtering and truncation of outliers. If data is filtered,
justification is provided in the relevant subsection. Once all parameters are calculated and
filtered, significant parameters are selected to include in the model using forward and
backward stepwise regression.
GPS Based Parameters. The first data processed was the natively
recorded GPS based speed. It was logged every one second with an estimated error under
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Figure 5-2: (Left) Exaggerated Representation of Different Truck Paths in Response to
Defects and (Right) Associated Vehicle Paths from Mine 1 Preliminary Data A) Runoff
B) Rock spillage C) Rutting
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0.01 m/s over any consecutive three second interval [93]. The Savitzky Golay filter was
applied to eliminate high frequency noise from the measured data. Multiple window
widths of 5, 15, and 25 were tested with a polynomial degree of 3. As the window width
increases, the curve of speed with respect to time becomes smoother with outlier effects
reduced. A larger window will also reduce the effect of suspension resonance, which is
dampened over a few seconds. The middle window width value of 15 was selected as it
balances the over and under fitting and is in the expected range of the time to dampen
most suspension excitations. The Savitzky Golay filter algorithm also provides the first
and second derivative of haul truck speed representing acceleration and jerk respectively.
After the Savitzky Golay filter was applied, the data for the unfiltered speed value
were truncated to remove values below 5 km/hr. and above 50 km/hr. The low speeds do
not indicate normal haulage behavior and can be confounded with erroneous speed
measurements during loading and dumping where the truck can rock forward and
backward while remaining in place. The maximum operational speed for this model of
haul truck is under 50 km/hr. Data over this cutoff value is not possible, and based on the
Author’s personal experience it can indicate poor GPS reception due to multipath or
temporary loss of power making the truck appear to teleport to a new location.
The natively recorded heading value was treated with the same Savitzky Golay
filter with a window width of 15 and polynomial degree of 3. The derivatives were also
calculated which indicate the turning rate and change of turning rate (rotation rate of
steering wheel). The heading itself is not used as the complex mining network has roads
orientated in many directions, the raw heading value would be confounded with road
section.
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After the Savitzky Golay filter was applied, the data for turning rate was truncated
to less than 10 degrees of rotation per second in either direction. This preserved over
99.9% of data and eliminated outliers caused by poor GPS signal, loss of power, or
incorrect reverse detection algorithm implementation in the off the shelf sensor solution.
The final GPS based parameter is slope. This is the change in elevation or rise
over run of the road surface. This logged as a value from 0 to 255 and must be converted.
The values are remapped with a direct ratio from 0 to 360. The zero value is a flat
horizontal road. Values near 360 degrees indicate a downhill slope, therefore, if the value
is greater than 180 degrees, 360 degrees is subtracted to indicate a downhill or negative
slope. The data was truncated to slope values less than 12.3% grade for both uphill and
downhill directions which is far greater than any designed ramp grade for this mine and
indicates inaccurate data collection.
Location Based Parameters. Location based parameters are calculated
using the same road sections and method as detailed in Section 4.3. The naming and type
of road section is consistent between the two methods.
The GPS truck data is collected as time series, where similar uncontrolled effects
may be present. These would exhibit as time dependent parameters so grouping data
based on similar time is needed. This is accomplished by creating a parameter named
“pass number” which is a grouping of a single truck GPS trace through a road section,
incremented every time the truck enters a new area. This allows external effects that may
temporarily affect vibration measurement to be grouped in a single parameter. This
parameter is sampled to create the training and test data sets with a 65:32% ratio.
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Operational Parameters. The loading status shifts weight from 50-50 to
66-33 weight distribution between the rear and front tires. This will affect how the
suspension system responds to external forces. Additionally, the difference in loaded and
empty weights will affect the pre-compression of suspension and magnitude of response
[21]. The loading status is not directly measured with GPS or accelerometers, but speed
and magnitude of response are greatly influenced by loading condition. The loading
condition and direction of travel are calculated using a k-means clustering algorithm [94].
The assumption is trucks driving at lower speeds and experiencing less vibration are
loaded, and trucks driving faster are empty. This results in a categorical value for loaded
and empty trucks.
Another categorical variable identified to be tested is the day or nightshift. While
day or night alone should not have a noticeable effect on vehicle response, it may interact
with the driver response to defects; if an operator has limited vision at night, they may
turn the wheel more rapid or apply the brakes later and more intense. A simple time
dependent filter was applied for 1 hour after sunset to 1 hour before sunrise to indicate
night, 1 hour after sunrise to 1 hour before sunset to indicate day. The remaining 4 hours
was classified as twilight.
Operating near a speed limit induces a change in behavior for operators. Traveling
at a constant speed in a vehicle is a complex operation for a human to control, with some
maintaining near constant pedal position and others performing a cycle of over-speed and
coasting. If the vehicle was operating within 3 km/hr. of a speed limit, a Boolean
parameter would indicate true. This could interact with the parameters of acceleration and
jerk.
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Principal Curve Parameters. Deviation from the travel lane may indicate
road defects. The lane position and derivatives are determined by first calculating the
road centerline from all data points for the road section by principal curve analysis [66],
[67]. The Hastie and Stuetzle algorithm for generating principal curves is an iterative
process that provides a paired set of original data points and their projection onto the
curve. Paired data points are the orthogonal shortest distance between the data and the
principal curve. This provides the lateral deviation from the operational center of the
road.
Next the first and second derivative of lateral deviation was calculated using the
Savitzky-Golay smoothing and differentiation algorithm [62]–[65], [95]. A cubic
polynomial with window width of 5 was selected for the model. A cubic polynomial
ensures the first and second derivative can be calculated, and the window size of 5 was
the smallest size possible with a cubic polynomial. The small window size avoids
overfitting of outliers and preserves small rapid changes that, specific to this study, may
indicate rapid avoidance of road defects. The data for lateral speed was truncated to 1
meter per second in both directions.
An analogous parameter to lateral speed was calculated by taking the difference
from the principal curve curvature to the instantaneous heading of the GPS. This should
theoretically be the same as lateral speed but in a different unit of measurement. It will be
included in the model selection and compared to lateral speed, but the final model will
only contain either difference in heading or lateral speed.
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5.4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A GAM, as described in Section 3.3.4 was fit to the data using the parameters
outlined in Section 5.3, which individually may or may not be relevant to the final model
selection. The response variable is the Savitzky-Golay filtered 3-axis vibration
measurement. To determine the model and selection of parameters, a modified
combination of forward and backward stepwise regression was used. The mgcv package
in R has a built in stepwise function [74], but the requirements of the model and domain
specific knowledge meant a manual processes was more efficient.
The forward stepwise regression was built up from parameters based on
likelihood to contribute to the model from the literature review. First a simple smoothing
curve for the filtered speed data was calculated. This is understood to be greatly affected
by loading condition which was added as a categorical variable. The categorical variable
has the option to be added with or without segmenting the smoothing terms. A
representation of this process is shown below.

Vibration =

smooth(speed) + ϵ_i

Vibration =

smooth(speed) + factor(loading condition) + ϵ_i

Vibration =

smooth(speed|loading condition) +
factor(loading condition) + ϵ_i

The parameters for lateral position, change in heading, and other categorical
variables were added one at a time to build a model.
Concurrently, a GAM was created with all the parameters and a backward
stepwise regression was conducted. Parameters were removed based on estimated p-
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values. If a parameter was removed and a significant change to the R-squared value
occurred, the parameter was replaced. The initial model for backwards regression is
shown below.

Vibration =

smooth(abs(principal curve – heading)) +
smooth(speed) +
smooth(acceleration) +
smooth(heading) +
smooth(turn rate) +
smooth(turn acceleration) +
smooth(lateral distance) +
smooth(lateral speed) +
smooth(lateral acceleration) +
factor(slope) +
factor(road type) +
factor(daytime) +
factor(near speed limit) +
factor(loading condition) +
factor(road lane) +
factor(road distance) +
ϵ_i

Additional model design considerations are the number of knots or “wigglyness”
of the fitted curves. This is closely related to the estimated degrees of freedom output for
each parameter. If the estimated degrees of freedom is near the number of knots, the
model will be constrained and not follow the true fit of data. If the difference is too great,
the model is likely overfit and has too much wigglyness. The number of knots
significantly affect the overall GAM fit so changing these during the forward and
backward regression is critical.
Tensor smooths are a method to test interaction between smoothing terms that fit
a 2-D surface rather than a 1-D curve and were used to test for parameters that were
hypothesized to interact. However, no significant improvement or interaction was found.
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The tensor smooths require significant computational resources and do not prove useful
for this model. The possibility to use tensor smooths should be noted for future work
where additional sensors and parameters are tested and computer processing power is
improved.

5.5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Selected Model. In total, there are trillions of options for how the final
model is constructed when adjusting for parameters to include, multiway interactions,
and number of knots. The forward and backward regression technique was able to reduce
the tested model space to about 100 models. The set of models was compared for Rsquared, degrees of freedom, and Akaike information criterion (AIC). The forward and
backward stepwise regression converged on a model. A selection of 20 models from the
100 tested are provided in Table 5-1.
The selected model was Model 16 as seen below. The selected model incorporates
loading condition, speed, acceleration, turning rate, turning acceleration, lateral speed,
and lateral acceleration. The relative effect of each function can be estimated with the t
value for factors, and F value for smooth terms. These are summarized in Table 5-2.

Vibration =

smooth(speed | loading status, k = 30) +
smooth(acceleration, k = 20) +
smooth(turn rate | loading status, , k = 25) +
smooth(turn acceleration | loading status, k = 20) +
smooth(lateral speed, k = 15) +
smooth(lateral acceleration, k = 20) +
factor(loading condition) +
ϵ_i
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Table 5-1: Model Comparisons
Model Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Degrees of Freedom
168.70
59.62
101.70
90.46
141.69
88.81
116.48
148.50
184.19
111.15
82.16
96.89
76.99
145.25
154.49
130.74
115.97
130.12
180.65
115.97

R2
0.502
0.494
0.460
0.489
0.521
0.468
0.466
0.475
0.478
0.405
0.390
0.392
0.385
0.467
0.476
0.475
0.468
0.471
0.475
0.468

AIC
125048
127006
125080
125622
123982
126666
126783
126400
126184
129632
130231
130129
130455
126318
126310
126399
126683
126533
126390
126683

Table 5-2: Model Statistics
Parameter
Speed – Loaded
Speed – Empty
Acceleration
Turn Rate - Loaded
Turn Rate - Empty
Turn Acceleration – Loaded
Turn Acceleration - Empty
Lateral Speed
Lateral Acceleration
Loading Condition
Intercept

F or T statistic (Relative Effect on Model)
89
142
21
43
130
48
98
14
20
72
405
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Correction Factors. The smooth terms are visualized in Figure 5-3. The xaxis represents the parameter value and the y-axis represents the correction factor that
will be applied to the measured vibration to find the corrected vibration. An explanation
of these effects is provided in the following subsections.

Speed

Acceleratio

Correction Factor

Speed

Turn Rate

Turn Acc. (Loaded)

Turn Rate

Lateral Acceleration

Turn Acc. (Empty)

Lateral Speed

Figure 5-3: Correction Charts for Vibration by Model Parameters

5.5.2.1. GPS parameters speed and acceleration. In both loaded and empty
trucks, speed is positively correlated with vibration. This is the result of higher vertical
forces imparted on the truck when encountering small imperfections in the road surface.
The higher horizontal velocity necessitates higher vertical velocity. This is equivalent to
jumping higher and farther when hitting a ramp at higher speed.
The acceleration sees increased vibration in both directions from zero. Higher
absolute value of acceleration correlates with higher vibration. This effect is much
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smaller than the effect of speed. Positive acceleration has a relatively higher effect than
deceleration. This could be from a shift in weight distribution from the front to rear tires
when accelerating, caused higher difference in pre-shock compression and a shift from
rear to front when decelerating. The difference in mechanisms for acceleration and
deceleration may also be a cause for the slight difference.
5.5.2.2. Turning parameters. The turning rate’s absolute value both loaded and
empty show positive correlation with vibration. This is caused from the truck turning and
cornering. Drivers may attempt to avoid defective road sections by maneuvering around
defects, which is indicated by turning. Additionally, the act of turning creates vibration as
the tires must skid as the inner side of the tire travels a shorter distance. A significant
difference between loaded and empty correction factors is loaded trucks have a much
higher rate of vibration as turning rate increases. This is because the traffic pattern gives
loaded trucks right of way. This means empty trucks are more likely to turn for traffic
related reasons and loaded trucks are turning for road defects.
If turning rate is thought of as how far the steering wheel is rotated when making
a turn, the turning rate acceleration can be thought of as how fast the steering wheel is
rotated. This has a constant positive correlation with vibration, even with negative
turning acceleration. This is because of the right-handed traffic pattern on site. A positive
turning rate acceleration is turning towards the right, away from the road centerline. This
is the preferred direction to avoid traffic and defects. The return to road center can be
thought of as the recovery after encountering the defect and will have lower vibration.
5.5.2.3. Lane position parameters. An interesting discovery was lateral lane
position did not affect vibration levels. Literature hypothesized driving around defects
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would cause them not to be indicated by vehicle response. However, in practice, road
defects can occur at any location in the road, not related to lateral distance from road
center, the tires take up a large percentage of the travel lanes, and GPS accuracy is often
not sufficient to locate exact tire paths. Therefore, lateral lane position does not act as an
indicator for road defects or vibration levels.
However, the first and second derivatives of lateral lane position do have a
significant effect in the model, even if they are the relatively small effects. Similar to
turning rate, how fast the trucks leave the center of the road affects vibration
measurements. Unlike turning rate, these are not confounded with the effect of skidding
tires and are only based on relative lane position.
Application of Correction Factors. The correction factors from Figure 5-3
can be applied to the raw data measured from the haul trucks. In Figure 5-4 the horizontal
axis is the distance along the road. For each data point, the corresponding vertical axis
value can be applied to the corresponding correction factor. The sum of all corrected
values is the corrected vibration level, as seen in red. The blue line is the measured
vibration level. The difference in corrected vibration level and measured vibration level is
not explained by the model. The primary mechanism for this discrepancy is road defects.
The difference in measured vibration and corrected vibration is the road quality at that
point. The chart shows poor road conditions at 180 to 205 meters and 280 to 360 meters
along the road. The road is well maintained between 205 and 280 meters. The remaining
sections are about average.
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Figure 5-4: Application of Correction Factors to Random Road Section where Red
Represents Modeled Vibration, Blue Represents Measured Vibration, and the Difference
Between Lines Indicate Road Condtion.
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Comparison of Measured Vibration to Corrected Vibration. The
corrected road condition level is compared to the uncorrected vibration level in an
attempt to validate the approach. Figure 5-5 shows three representative road sections.
First, Road N5-1 has a sharp corner and shows high vibration levels. This is caused by
tires skidding and plowing the road surface, and not necessarily the road condition. When
corrected, the road section appears in much better condition than raw vibration data
would indicate. Next, the Road N6-2 has a “county road crossing” where haul truck must
stop for any non-mining traffic using the local county roads to pass. The slow speed from
coming to a stop and starting again causes the measured vibration to be low compared to
the rest of the road section. When corrected, the road section is more consistent in road
condition. Finally, a typical straight road section, Road N1-1, before and after correction
indicate fairly similar results. This means previous research and current products on the
market are generally acceptable for road condition monitoring for straight road sections,
but this research shows how they lack at intersections, corners, and other non-standard
areas.
Daily Road Condition. Applying the correction factors while monitoring
road sections for a week allowed comparisons between successive days to further validate
the method. Figure 5-6 shows a road section degrading over a four-day window. This is
expected based on the research by Thompson showing optimal time between
maintenance is four days [1]. This helps validate the correction factor is accurately
measuring the roads as it degrades over time.
Figure 5-7 shows three consecutive road sections over four consecutive days. The
road was repaired on day three showing significant improvement in road quality for day
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4. However, section 3_3 showed relatively low road defects, but was maintained and
improved anyways. This is wasted resources that could have been used to correct more
deficient road sections. This proves the value in autonomous road rating and decision
making.

Measured

Road
Crossing

Corrected

Road
Crossing

Figure 5-5: Comparison of Measured Vibration to Corrected Road Condition
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Day 1

Northing (m)

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Easting (m)

Figure 5-6: Road Section 7_1 Corrected Vibration by Day
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Figure 5-7: Road Section 3_1, 3_2, and 3_3. Maintenance occurred between day 3 and 4
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5.6. CONCLUSIONS
This research demonstrates effective use of GAMs to correct measured vibration
level for road defect detection and improves cited concerns with previous vibration
methods. The selected model incorporates corrections for speed, acceleration, turning
rate, turning acceleration, lateral speed, lateral acceleration, and loading condition. The
correction curves when applied to vibration measurements improves road defect
detection, especially in areas with great differences in speed or turning rate. In corners
where tires must skid, vibration measurements are high but corrected to a lower value for
road defect detection. In areas where trucks slow down, like intersections, the road defect
score is increased to account for the lower speed. The subsurface road condition could
not be directly measured due to limitations of the active mining site but validated with
comparisons to know effects from literature and comparison before and after road
maintenance. Future work can incorporate geophysical methods such as ground
penetrating radar to directly validate the findings.
The defect detection is consistent with accepted theory on rate of road degradation and
can identify changes in daily condition. A location was identified as undergoing
corrective maintenance that was unnecessary, showing the necessity for automatic road
defect detection to improve maintenance crew dispatching. This method indicates the
relative road condition and is immediately applicable to maintenance decision making,
but once validated with geophysical methods, threshold values can be set to better inform
maintenance decisions.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. CONCLUSIONS
This research aimed to improve haul road defect detection by overcoming
limitations with the current technology. This goal was broken down into three main
objectives:
1. Identify limitations that prohibit autonomous road defect detection for the following
methods:
a. UAV optical photogrammetry
b. Vehicle Vibration Response
2. Devise method to overcome limitation of UAV optical photogrammetry for poorly
defined road edges to improve surface defect detection
3. Devise methods to account for vehicle dynamic events and road conditions in using
vehicle vibration response in road defect detection.
Preliminary work showed that operator feedback was found to be inconsistent
between respondents, difficult to determine precise location, and many operators were
non responsive to the request to fill out paperwork. These severely limit the ability for
operator reports to be considered for future development. LIDAR scans taken from a
fixed location generated dense point clouds, but were excessively time consuming,
required manual filtering of other traffic, and only saw small regions of road. Discussion
with industry experts found vehicle mounted LIDAR was largely not used, with
autonomous trucks equipped with LIDAR not stopping for boulders in the road and not
generating point cloud data saved anywhere.
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Poorly defined road edges were identified as a major limitation to UAV
photogrammetry use for mine roads. Objective 2 devised a method to extract road
centerlines from haul truck data using principal curve analysis to align an analysis grid to
the road. This eliminates the need to identify road edges solely from UAV data. This
allowed multiple linear regression analysis to be conducted in each grid giving three
metrics of road scores: roughness, wheel path grade, and cross slope grade.
Calibration of vibration sensors was identified as a major limitation to vehicle
response modeling. Vibration sourced from dynamic vehicle motion can interfere with
vibration sourced from the road. Objective 3 devised a method to correct vibration
measurements using a generalized additive model. The corrected values better indicate
road condition than uncorrected values, where skidding tires greatly increased vibration
and slow speed reduced vibration.

6.2. FUTURE WORK
This work greatly improves the knowledge and understanding of haul road defect
detection methods. More studies can be done to extend this knowledge further in the
future. Some proposals for future areas of work follow:
•

Use geophysical methods to evaluate subsurface defects to further validate
vibration response findings.

•

Use 3-axis accelerometer for vibration measurement instead of combined
value to better isolate vehicle dynamic effects.

•

Extend GAM parameters to include original equipment manufactures’
sensors such as tire temperature, engine rpm, or payload.
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•

Deploy on entire fleet to investigate differences in truck components and
reduce time between data collection

•

Extend study multiple months and investigate rate of change of road
condition.

•

Develop formal method of using the determinate of vectors to identify left
and right-side original data points fall on a principal curve.
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